
 

 

HAS YOUR LIFT 
TUBE IMPLODED?!  

 

This could have happened for several 
reasons… 

- The operator may have tried lifting 
a load heavier than the designed 
SWL, causing too much vacuum in 
the tube resulting in this    

 

 

 

- The lift tube may be damaged. i.e. 
Impact damage to the side wall, or a dis-lodged coil of wire, causing it to be 
vulnerable to implosion.  

 
- The vacuum relief valve may be set incorrectly, or it may be 

stuck, so not functioning at all! The Vacuum relief valve allows air 
into the system to minimise excess vacuum created, which would 
in turn, implode the tube. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adjusting the VRV: 

- To decrease pressure setting - hold the 8mm nut static & turn the slotted screw 
clockwise  

- To increase pressure setting hold the 8mm nut static & turn the slotted screw 
counterclockwise. 



 

 

 

If your tube has imploded, it is no longer of use, and WILL require replacement. 

Here is a price list of some of our most used tubes. If none of these looks familiar, or if 
you’re just unsure, please contact us!  

 

sales@palamatic.com    

 

HT1027 140mm Diameter BLUE LIFT TUBE (STANDARD) 1 £280.00 

HT1028 140mm Diameter BLUE LIFT TUBE (EXTENDED) 1 £400.00 

HT1012 160mm Diameter BLUE LIFT TUBE (STANDARD) 1 £330.00 

HT1013 160mm Diameter BLUE LIFT TUBE (EXTENDED) 1 £440.00 

HT1016 180mm Diameter BLUE LIFT TUBE (STANDARD) 1 £340.00 

HT1017 180mm Diameter BLUE LIFT TUBE (EXTENDED) 1 £490.00 

HT1020 200mm Diameter BLUE LIFT TUBE (STANDARD) 1 £400.00 

HT1021 200mm Diameter BLUE LIFT TUBE (EXTENDED) 1 £570.00 

HT1023 230mm Diameter BLUE LIFT TUBE (STANDARD) 1 £520.00 

HT1038 230mm Diameter BLUE LIFT TUBE (EXTENDED) 1 £735.00 

HT1024 250mm Diameter BLUE LIFT TUBE (STANDARD) 1 £590.00 

HT1039 250mm Diameter BLUE LIFT TUBE (EXTENDED) 1 £850.00 

 

 

We can offer telephone support and instructions for you to change these on site. 
Alternatively, we can arrange for one of our skilled service engineers to attend and 
do this for you, at an additional labour cost. 

 

REMEMBER: You are entitled to a 10% discount on ALL PARTS AND LABOUR if 
you take out a Palamatic maintenance contract. 

 

Please contact us for more details on this!  
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